Renault Kangoo
Accessories range
Look after yourself

Just like all Renault vehicles designed for professionals, Renault accessories are useful, practical and reliable!

Whether they are used for towing, transport, protection, safety or even for a short trip... don’t waste a minute, find out about these essential accessories!
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The Renault Kangoo: Efficient, smart and versatile

The Renault Kangoo has been specifically designed to meet the needs of professionals, whatever their business environment. With panel van, crew van and fully electric versions, the Kangoo can be adapted to your every demand, offering a wide range of custom-built and practical solutions.
Kangoo - Protection

Mats

01 Standard Textile mats
Compatible with the vehicle’s original fittings. Made to measure. Durable and adapted to professional use.
77 11 426 826

02 Rubber Mats - Front
Specially designed for your Kangoo, they ensure full protection for the floor of the cabin. Waterproof and easy to maintain, they can be attached quickly using the two fasteners provided for this purpose.
8201700411
Sensors

04 Rear parking sensors
Make parking easier by detecting any obstacles behind your vehicle by an audible alert.
8201373014

Front parking sensors
Make parking easier by detecting any obstacles in front of your vehicle by an audible alert.
77 11 238 161

Seat covers

03 Two front Seat Covers Heavy Duty (tailored)
100% waterproof with PVC backing. Tailored to fit the driver seat with separate headrest. Allows the seat cover to be fitted without the need to remove the headrest. Protects against and resistant to: Grease, oil, paint, travel sickness and dust. Order directly from the supplier.
77 11 599 965
Ply lining

03 Ply lining - Kangoo Van
Ply lining - Kangoo Maxi
Ply lining - Kangoo Van Z.E.
Ply lining - Kangoo Maxi Z.E.

- 6mm full sides and top door panels
- 9mm floors and wheel arch boxes
- Aluminium trim to the rear of the floor and side door where applicable
- Silicone sealed around the wheel arch boxes and abutment of sides and floor
- All E1 grade plywood.

To be ordered through AOL
Body

01 Rear Window Protection Grille (right-hand side)
Tailor made: coated steel. Fixed with rivets.
77 11 423 217

02 Rear Window Protection Grille (left-hand side)
Tailor made: coated steel. Fixed with rivets.
77 11 423 218
Roof

01 Transversal roof bars
- Set of 2 pre-assembled bars with a steel profile covered with a black PVC sheath.
  - Feet with plastic hood.
  - Does not hold a roof box, bike carrier or ski carriers.
  - Maximum authorised load (including the weight of the bars): 100 kg.

82 01 160 995

02 Roof rack L1
- Fits on to original positions and support feet.
  - Easy loading thanks to a loading roller (only on hinged door with no sunroof).
  - Aerodynamic noise is limited thanks to a deflector.
  - Tested in a blowing tunnel.
  - Anti-corrosion treatment using black polyester paint.
  - Maximum load allowed on the roof (including the roof rack): 100 kg.
  - Seals off the sunroof opening when fitted on the vehicle.
  - Feet with black plastic hood.

77 11 423 533 (L1)
77 11 424 099 (L2)

Tow Bar

03 Towing kit - fixed tow bar and single loom

82 01 358 771 (Tow Bar)
82 01 443 573 (Wiring Loom)
Interior - Ready 4 Work by Sortimo

01 Near side Basic block
Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
2 shelf trays with mats and dividers
1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
Width 762mm
Depth 382mm
Height 1034mm
Weight 16.84kg
To be ordered on AOL

02 Near side Standard block
Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
1 shelf trays with mat and divider
1 Shelf with 1 S boxx and 1 M boxx with handle
1 Shelf with 2 S boxxes and 1 wide S boxx
1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe.
Width 762mm
Depth 382mm
Height 1034mm
Weight 21.5kg
To be ordered on AOL

03 Near side Professional block
Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
1 shelf trays with mat and divider
2 drawers with mats and dividers
1 Shelf with 2 S boxxes and 1 wide S boxx
1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
Width 762mm
Depth 382mm
Height 1034mm
Weight 29.22kg
To be ordered on AOL

04 Off side Basic block
Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
3 shelf trays with mats and dividers
1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
1 prosafe strap buckle
Width 1246mm
Depth 382mm
Height 1034mm
Weight 27.22kg
To be ordered on AOL

05 Off side Standard block
Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
1 shelf trays with mats and dividers
1 shelf tray with 5 S boxxes and 1 wide S boxx
1 Shelf tray with 2 S boxx and 2 M boxxes one with handle
1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
1 prosafe strap buckle
Width 1246mm
Depth 382mm
Height 1034mm
Weight 32.26kg
To be ordered on AOL

06 Off side Professional block
Aluminium uprights with Prosafe
1 shelf trays with mats and dividers
1 shelf tray with 5 S boxxes and 1 wide S boxx
2 Drawers with mats and dividers
2 T boxxes
1 base plinth with integrated Prosafe
1 prosafe strap buckle
Width 1246mm
Depth 382mm
Height 1034mm
Weight 43.34kg
To be ordered on AOL

07 Sortimo Pre-Selected Pack (L1)
Kangoo Standard racking includes a safety floor and an offside Standard racking (driver side)
7711434215

08 Sortimo Pre-Selected Pack (L2)
7711434216
All professional storage come with Sortimo safety floor.
Kangoo - Safety

Chevrons

01 Full rear chevrons
Flooded Chapter 8 kits consisting of the following: ORACLE Yellow-green Fluorescent Vinyl Panels. 3M Red Diamond Grade chevrons - the angle of the 150mm wide chevrons is 45 degrees. This meets Chapter 8 requirements for rear reflective markings.

77 11 433 992

02 Full rear chevrons without window panel

77 11 433 993

03 Lower half height chevrons

77 11 433 994

04 Magnetic Chevron Kangoo

77 11 434 009
Safety locks

01 DeadLock Kit-Front Door

DeadLocks have been used with great success in the industry for many years and still tend to be the preferred option for many users. Our Thatcham Quality Assured DeadLocks improve security by adding an additional locking point to the door, and therefore works independently to the vehicles existing locking mechanism. Requiring user interaction, it gives flexibility by allowing the user to decide when the door is locked or unlocked.

02 SlamLock 2 Door Set - Side Loading, Rear Barn

Human error is the largest cause for vehicles being left unlocked, our Thatcham Quality Assured SlamLock addresses the problem by design. Our SlamLock automatically locks when the vehicle door is closed, which cannot be opened unless the correct high security key is used, ensuring the door is always locked and dramatically reduces the chance of theft.

03 ProtektaPlate 4 Door Set-Driver, Passenger, Side Loading, Rear Barn

As OEM security increases and develops, so do the methods a thief adopts to bypass these systems. Criminals now study the OEM system to perfect their entry techniques. Our ProtektaPlate is designed to answer these vehicle specific threats, with each one being uniquely designed to address vehicle and door specific vulnerability.

04 ProtektaPlate 2 Door Set-Side Loading, Rear Barn

05 ArmourShell 2 Door Mini Set- Side Loading, Rear Barn - Black

Our Thatcham Quality Assured ArmourShell is the product of choice for those who require the ultimate answer to their security needs. No expense was spared when producing this pedigree locking system. The high security low-maintenance semi-automatic locking system houses the hardened steel locking bolt. With a simple push-to-lock mechanism, allows for quick and easy vehicle lockup, with the user having to use the high security keys provided in order to unlock this product.

DeadLock Kit-Glazed Side Loading Door

DeadLock Kit-Glazed Passenger Side Sidelloading Door

DeadLock Kit-Rear Door

Deadlock 4 Door Set-Driver, Passenger, Side Loading, Rear Barn

Deadlock 2 Door Set - Side Loading, Rear Barn
Kangoo - Multimedia

Multimedia

01 Focal Music Speakers 4.0

On-board high fidelity and HIFI premium sound! This four-speaker pack is the standard for on-board audio systems. Detail, clarity and power... add rhythm to your journeys and experience maximum listening enjoyment!

77 11 575 881
Transversal Accessories

Dashcam

01 Dashcam Kenwood

The Kenwood DRV-410 Dash Cam is a great addition for your added security and reassurance on the road. The on-board camera automatically starts recording as soon as the vehicle ignition is switched on. As video footage is now widely accepted and used for insurance claims, the dashcam is designed to give drivers peace of mind. The pack includes a GPS integrated dashboard camera with advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) built-in and has full HD recording at 27 frames/sec.

77 11 599 963
Renault iCare

Renault iCare is an innovative Service, Maintenance & Repair product aimed at supplying business customers with the highest levels of support, professionalism, quality and service.

77 11 433 658
Extend the Renault LCV experience at renault.accessories.uk

Although every effort has been made to ensure that the information contained within this brochure is as accurate and up to date as possible, Renault U.K. reserves the right to modify its models without notice, including their characteristics, specifications, equipment and accessories. Brochures inevitably become out of date or inaccurate in some respects, in that such characteristics, specifications equipment, or accessories may be changed after the publication date given below and can differ from the descriptions given or the photos displayed. It is therefore necessary to check with your Renault Dealer before purchasing any product that the characteristics, specifications, equipment or accessories of the vehicle on order are as advertised.
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